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Here We Stand: Tbe Paper At The Crossroads
" T h e P a p e r , " to the surprise of
almost no one, has come upon hard
times. In part, our hard times a r e
of our own making, but in large
measure they a r e the result of certain conditions in this academic community demandingof public review and
criticism. It is the purpose of this
emergency issue of " T h e P a p e r " to
present some of these conditions and
our reaction to them, and to explain
to our readers and potential readers
the situation of " T h e P a p e r " as it
now stands.
" T h e P a p e r , " as we hope is well
known, is a recently-organized a t -

here, or of submitting to almost overwhelming difficulties.
We feel there is not only room
for "The P a p e r , " but a definite need
for it here. More than ego is involvtempt at a student publication of in- ed in this: any university needs a
terpretative news and feature writing. publication which is written and edited
It is run entirely by students, with from a student viewpoint, which confaculty advising, and has published six siders free thought vital to education,
issues, atfVeekly intervals, last term which notices relationships between
and this term. (It usually looks much current events, the a r t s , politics and
better than this: eight tabloid-sized fun. With nothing else in the field
pages, looking just like a newspaper, but the State News, Red Cedar Review,
only better.) It is now at the point Zeitgeist and sometimes Logos and
either of becoming a self-supporting Organon, it is obvious "The Paper"
part of the intellectual environment is a publication not duplicated at MSU.
Why, then, a r e we having problems? It's hard to explain.
The situation is so complicated that
have had trouble understanding it
All we want—God help us, ALL™ Paper. It has existed for six issues we
and we are sure that other
is the right to sell our well-inten- and will continue to exist for a while, ourselves,
parties involved have shared our contioned little newspaper in peace. We do anyway, and we a r e proud of that. Many fusion.
Our present predicament of
not plan to subvert the System. The people did not think it would get this being under indictment by Student
System, like Moby dick, will outlast far. To tell the truth, we had serious Judiciary is on all counts ludicrous.
us all, no matter how many little doubts ourselves.
The LAST authoritative b o d y w e
journalistic harpoons dangle ineffecThe rules will probably outlast should be involved with i s Student
tually from its side. We would like "The P a p e r , " no matter how long it Judiciary.
to avoid being rammed and sunk goes on. They are, on the whole, bad
The FIRST is the Board of Student
for as long a s possible—that's all. rules, and a number of the people
If this were a rational world, the enforcing them no doubt realize that Publications. Comprising three stuparties concerned in the current fias- they a r e bad rules. " W e have no dems, three faeulty- members and
co would 6it down together and dis- choice," they all say, pointing out the three administrators and headed by
cuss the most efficient and practical necessity for Law and Order. Nobody the chairman of the School of Journmeals to enable "The P a p e r " to sur- is responsible. Everybody is respon- alism, this board claims jurisdiction
vive. The procedures agreed upon sible. Take your pick—the result is over " m o s t student publications circulating on campus, but not a l l . " It
would be immediately implemented, the same either way.
concerns itself with only those which
and our newspaper would continue to
MSU's System, we must recall, a r e financially stable, whose editors,
publish as long as enough people
has lived without "The P a p e r " for lo advisors, editorial viewpoint, adverwanted it to.
these hundred-odd years, and can live tising rate structure and annual budget
Needless to say, this is not a r a - without it forever. (If " l i v e " is the a r e acceptable to it. This board is in
tional world; and the indications a r e word.) We hope it won't have to. We charge of the State News and the Wolthat Michigan State University has wish the university would be toler- verine, and a few other publications.
more than its share of the world's ant--God knows, we have enough prob- Certain publications authorized by the
irrationality. Michigan State is a lems of our own without the sort of board have been sold from time to
perfect microcosm; its students do not divine retribution that may be visited time in classroom buildings, and it is
have to wait for graduation to find upon us now. Martyrdom has its r e - possible (though not guaranteed) that
out what the Real World is like. Around wards, to be sure, and we would not " T h e Paper" as an authorized publihere, there is, alas, no escaping it. be sorry to have some free time for cation would be allowed to sell in as
It is hard to see who will gain by our a change. But we would prefer to con- many places on campus as a r e necesprosecution. Presumably the traffic tinue publishing. It must be nice to sary.
will move more smoothly at the few reminisce fondly upon the fleeting
places on campus where we might wisp of glory that was Camelot; it is
The logical thing for us to do,
have stood and sold papers. We some- rather nicer to be in the middle of it. then, would be to seek approval from
times feel that Efficiency is the true
Rut the analogy of course will hold the board. This we did—twice. On
end of MSU, and that attempts at only partially. King Arthur had at both occasions certain financial data
education a r e only the imperfect and least the satisfaction of going down in was required in writing which we
probably expendable means to that equal combat on the field of battle. did not, through a combination of
end. It i s , to borrow a bit from Can you imagine him wielding a misunderstanding and sheer lack of
Hemingway, like the Chicago stock- gleaming broadsword against an army available information, bring with us.
yards if all they did with the meat of trained fleas? Our broadsword may We did not know, for example, our
was to test it and give it a diploma. be somewhat tarnished, but the fleas yearly operating budget; certain board
The existing rules, a s far as we —oh, yes—are real.
members told us, in almost in so many
can see, may well not permit the
LAURENCE TATE
continued on page 2
existence of a publication like " T h e

Whales, Fleas And Related Subjects

A NOTE TO SUBSCRIBERS, READERS, ETC.
(To Ail Those Who Thought We Would Publish A Regular Issue This Week)
We regret the necessity to publish this emergency
bulletin instead of a regular eight-page issue this
week. We would have liked to edit a regular one as much
as you would have liked to read it. Unfortunately, money
is short, the staff is somewhat deficient, and we had
to spend more time than we would have liked preparing
a defense to present to Student Judiciary (see articles

above).
We will be back on our regular publication schedule
next week (that's a promise; we're working on it already). Meanwhile, we will appreciate any help which
may be offered in alleviating any of our problems.
THE EDITORS
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was willing to help us get around this.
This term, more reluctantly, the
board twice gave us the same percontinued from page 1
mission. One week, when we had rea** '* *
•
words, to fake it. If we had faked the son to believe permission would no
information, the board presumably longer be granted and therefore stayed
would have voted immediate!v to ac- away, the board passed a resolution
cept or reject us. As it was, the issue saying we acted in bad faith by publishing paid advertising the previous
did not come to a vote.
Some board members feel that we week. (It claimed we had pledged not
would have been approved; we have to i n c l u d e advertising in "The
reason to doubt this. Board members Paper"; we made no such pledge.)
The next week, on Feb. 8, it voted
repeatedly told us, for example, that
we should not bother with their ap- to indict us before the Student Juproval, s i n c e their authorization diciary, on charges of soiicitingfunds
would not really help us with campus on campus in violation of the ASMSU
circulation. Their assertions were in constitution (that is, without Student
a number of ways plainly disingen- Board's approval) and of selling aduous, since—whatever the limitations vertising in violation of university
may be on the hoard's authority— policy (that is, without authorization
there is no other body on campus of the Board of Student Publications).
" T h e Paper" Committee, as charempowered to permit publications
(especially publications which must tered by ASMSU, will be tried before
Student Judiciary this Thursday, Feb.
have ads) to sell on campus.
(In fact, if what they said was 17, on these charges. It is threatentrue, there is quite demonstrably no ed with possible revocation of its
way under the present rules for "The charter and a $100 fine. The hearing,
in 328 Student Services at 8:30 p.m.,
P a p e r " to exist at all.)
In addition, certain statements of will be open to the public, even though
board members about " T h e Paper" Student Judiciary procedures do not
and its modes of operation led us to allow testimony from persons other
suspect that approval would be at than the prosecution (Student Board)
and the defense ("The P a p e r " ) .
least a dubious prospect.
Everybody, we think, is vaguely unIn the meantime, we were faced
with an interval of a month before easy and embarrassed about the whole
the next board meeting, in which "The business, since it is so plainly silly.
P a p e r , " in order to survive, had to be The Student Judiciary ought to have an
sold on campus, and had to include intuition, at least, that it has jurisads. As a simple practical matter, diction by a fluke, and that the very
we had to sell in classroom buildings procedures we a r e being prosecuted
and in the Union and the International for deviating from were hoked up to
with.
Center. We did not set out to defy begin
n
A <l-.so»-"The Paper'-^comeft-to its
authority; we . set out to survive^.
From the very beginning, due to
our frustrations with the Publications
Board, we had been looking for other,
quasi-legal ways of selling on campus.
That is how we got involved with Student Board.
The Student Board of ASMSU, late
A Modern Jazz Concert
last term, was in a dispute with the
Presented By
State News, and was also in a liberal phase (which included passage of
SNCC and NAACP
new, liberalized group registration
and literature distribution policies).
Wed., Feb. 23 8 _ n p . m .
"The Paper" benefited from this,
Union Ballroom
and was granted a charter and two
75 cents
fund-raising drives designed to allow
sale of "The P a p e r " through "free
distribution" with simultaneous " s o licitation of contributions." Everyone
recognized, or ought to have recognized, the bureaucratic idiocy of the
whole complex procedure. The idea
was that the Board of Student PubThis week books by Franz Kaflications might have been offended at
ka, Jean-Paul Sartre, Kahlil Giboutright sales, and the Student Board
ran, and Pogo books at 20% discount price. Also all book sales of
$5-$10 at 10% off. . .over $10
STAFF MEETING Sunday, Feb. 20,
20% off. .
at 130 Linden St., East Lansing (use
back door, meet in basement), for new
211 Evergreen ED 2-5119
staff members. Old staff members,
even though they think they already
7 a.m. - 11 p.m.
know tne ropes, should also attend.
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first public test of its right to exist.
What a r e we fighting for? As the
accompanying article says, all wc
want to do is sell our well-intentioned little newspaper in peace. We
must sell on campus if we are to
survive. We simply cannot reach
enough people otherwise even to begin
meeting our publication costs. We
must, too, sell advertising and subscriptions if we are to become a going
operation. We need these sources of
revenue to build a business capable
of absorbing the shock of occasional
low sales and capable of expanding
when that becomes necessary.
We must, in short, be allowed to
succeed or fail on our own i.ierits
alone, unimpeded by unnecessary bureaucratic haggling. This is not so
much to ask: it is simply asking for
the right to live or die according to
the good old free enterprise system.
Anything short of this will not do justice to the concept of Michigan State
as a university.

CLASSIFIEDS
get results

Coming Events

WESLEY F1SHEL speaking on Laos and the
conflict in Southeast Asia. (Dr. Fishel, of the
Political Science Department, was a member
of the MSU Advisory Project in Vietnam.)
Thurs., Feb. 17, 7-£0 p.m. in the Union Art
Room. Sponsored by Delta Phi Epsilon,
S.M. EISENSTEIN'S "STRIKE" (Russian,
1924)—8 p.m., Friday, Feb. 18, 109 Anthony
HaHr -Presented "by trie TOSUTITm Society.
Memberships available.
MAN'S SIGNIFICANCE: Prof. Joseph Spielberg, anthropology. Sunday at 11 a.m., inOId
College Hall, Union Building. Sponsored by
Student Religious Liberals.
Wanted

RHYTHM SECTION (piano, bass and drums)
desired by horn man for summer resort gig.
Must be versatile and experienced. If available, please phone Mark Gridley, 353-1967.
For Sale

FOR SALE—Harmony 5-strlng long-neck
banjo with case. Less than one year old.
Excellent condition. $75. Call 355-5967.
service

Now, there are bands on this campus that
no high school freshman would be ashamed
of. The "news" papers are full of them.
So if you want noise, give them a ring. If,
however, you're interested in sound, fantastic
sound, book The Potations and live a little.
For information, call Bob at 355-5382.
Personal

APOLOGY to all prospective customers and
Student Peace Union members as well as
to the Telephone Company. The last ad I ran
in "The Paper" had the wrong telephone
number, a dead one. My unique service is
still available. See ad below.--John O'Malley
Burns.
Join STUDENT PEACE UNION chapter now
being formed. Political buttons and stickers
of all varieties, sizes, colors and shapes
carrying various mottoes and inscriptions are
in the offing. Come scan left-wing library now
Deing assembled. Donations of books, periodicals, leaflets or handbills accepted.--John
O'Malley Burns. 351-6762.
For Madmen Only: The Magic Theater.
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